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Vibrational dynamics of myoglobin determined by the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect
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The phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect is used to determine the partial phonon density of states of the iron
within the active center of deoxymyoglobin, carboxymyoglobin, and dry and wet metmyoglobin between 40
and 300 K. Between 0 and 1 meV the iron density of states increases quadratically with the energy, as in a
Debye solid. Mean sound velocities are extracted from this slope. Between 1 and 3 meV a nearly quadratic
‘‘Debye-like’’ increase follows due to the similar strength of intermolecular and intramolecular forces. Above
3 meV, optical vibrations are characteristic for the iron-ligand conformation. The overall mean square displace-
ments of the heme iron atom obtained from the density of states agree well with the values of Mo¨ssbauer
absorption experiments below 180 K. In the physiological temperature regime the data confirm the existence of
harmonic vibrations in addition to the protein specific dynamics measured by Mo¨ssbauer absorption. In the
Debye energy regime the mean square displacement of the iron is in agreement with that of the hydrogens
measured by incoherent neutron scattering demonstrating the global character of these modes. At higher
energies the vibration of the heavy iron atom at 33 meV in metmyoglobin is as large as that of the lightweight
hydrogens at that energy. A freeze dried, rehydrated~h50.38 g H2O/g protein! metmyoglobin sample shows
an excess of states above the Debye law between 1 and 3 meV, similar to neutron scattering experiments. The
room temperature density of states below 3 meV exhibit an increase of the density compared to the low
temperature data, which can be interpreted as mode softening.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.051916 PACS number~s!: 87.14.Ee, 87.15.2v, 87.64.2t
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INTRODUCTION

Textbooks of solid state physics begin with an introdu
tion to structure and dynamics. A detailed description
crystals containing only a few number of atoms in the u
cell is given. Several complications arise if the periodicity
a crystal is given up. The complexity of problems increa
also by investigating the condensed matter consisting
rather large molecules such as proteins. Nevertheless
x-ray structure determination of proteins has been poss
since several decades. In 1960, the structure of myoglo
~Mb!, an oxygen-storing protein, was solved by Kendr
et al. @1#. From this time on Mb became a key molecule f
the development of new methods for the investigation
proteins and the study of protein dynamics. A furth
progress was obtained by the determination of the individ
mean square displacements^x2& of the atoms of a protein
@2#. The flexibility of protein molecules differs along th
chain. In order to distinguish static and dynamic displa
ments of the atoms, the temperature dependence of the m
square displacements has been investigated. Going to
low temperatures, thêx2& values do not approach the cla
sical value of zero@3#. The remaining structural disorde
indicates the existence of conformational substates as
manded by flash photolysis experiments on carboxymyo
bin ~MbCO! @4#. Only recently it became possible to distin
guish intramolecular and intermolecular motions in M
crystals by the normal mode refinement of the x-ray data
metmyoglobin@5,6#.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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X-ray structure determinations allowed also to analyze
termediate states between stable conformations of metm
globin ~Mbmet! @7–10#. Recently it became possible to fo
low structural changes of MbCO after photolysis of CO
real time by time resolved x-ray structure analysis@11#.

Early hints for a physical understanding of protein d
namics came from Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectroscopy
57Fe. This method labels motions coupled to the iron at
occurring on a time scale faster than 100 ns. Coming fr
very low temperatures, thêx2& value at the iron atom in-
creases linearly with temperature. At about 180 K a much
stronger increase of^x2& starts, indicating that a new chann
of motions becomes available@12–14#. Similar results were
obtained by incoherent neutron scattering@15#.

Besides the huge number of experiments, theoretical
vestigations have been performed~compare also@16–18#!.
Theoretical tools such as molecular dynamic simulatio
@17,19,20# and normal mode analysis@16,21# have been de-
veloped to yield further information on atomic motions. Th
normal mode analysis was lately used to investigate the
tramolecular vibrations of Mb@22#.

Nevertheless, a clear physical picture of protein dynam
is still missing, even in case of Mb. Mo¨ssbauer effect with
synchrotron radiation offers a new tool to investigate phy
cal details@23#. Employing coherent scattering, the meth
of nuclear forward scattering of synchrotron radiation@24#
has been used for experiments on myoglobin@25#. In inco-
herent scattering, the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect al-
lows to get information on intramolecular vibrations in th
meV regime@26,27#. The first inelastic scattering spectra
phonons coupling to the Mo¨ssbauer isotope57Fe within Mb
were reported by Keppleret al. @28# and recently by Sage
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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et al. @29# but no density of phonon states was extracted fr
the data. In the following we report experiments perform
at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility~ESRF! in
Grenoble and the Advanced Photon Source~APS! in Ar-
gonne using the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect in Mb.
The investigations have been carried out in a large temp
ture regime in order to study the vibrational modes coupl
to a metal center in a protein.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Sperm whale myoglobin was used for the experimen
For the enrichment of the protein with the Mo¨ssbauer isotope
57Fe the heme was extracted with 2-butanone atpH 2.3. The
recombination with57Fe heme was done according to@30#.
The myoglobin solution was purified using a cation e
change chromatography column~sp-sepharose! on a Pharma-
cia fast performance liquid chromatograph~FPLC!. The
crystals were grown with the batch method from a solut
of 3.2M (NH4)2SO4 and 50 mM sodium phosphate atpH
6.8 containing 30-mg/ml myoglobin. The crystals belong
the space groupP21 and were reduced by sodium dithionit
enlarging its concentration stepwise to a 20-fold stoich
metric excess. The reduction and filling into a vacuum tig
plastic sample holder was done under an argon atmosph
Superfluid buffer solution was removed to reduce absorp
and to ensure a high amount of myoglobin molecules wit
the irradiated volume. To prepare the Mbmet sample,
buffer was exchanged by bidistilled water. The solution w
freeze dried. For one sample, dry Mbmet was rehydrated
storing it in an atmosphere of high humidity until the wat
content reached the same amount as found in myoglo
crystals of the space groupP21 ~h50.38 g H2O/g protein!.
A CO ligated myoglobin sample was obtained by equilibr
ing a huge number of small deoxygenated myoglobin cr
tals in CO gas. The thickness of all samples was 14 mm.
ligation of the samples was controlled by optical spectr
copy and Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectroscopy. The humid
of the wet samples allows the comparison of the results w
Mössbauer absorption@14# and inelastic neutron scatterin
@15#. At this humidity, translational diffusion of the whol
protein molecules is suppressed but the protein specific
namics is present@31#.

Phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer absorption uses the fact th
synchrotron radiation with an energy difference« to the
Mössbauer 14.413-keV level of57Fe can nevertheless b
resonantly absorbed if phonons compensate the energy
ference@26,27#. The deexcitation to the ground state occu
with the time delaytN of 141 ns by remission ofg quanta
and by conversion electrons. Therefore, after irradiation w
short x-ray pulses of synchrotron radiation, delayed qua
can be detected in a time resolving avalanche photodete
in between the synchrotron pulses@32#. The number of de-
layed quanta is a measure for the density of phonon stat
the energy difference«. The quanta that are promptly sca
tered by the electrons of the sample are discriminated
gating electronics.

The principal arrangement of the experiment is shown
Fig. 1. Pulsed x rays are produced by electron bunches
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culating in a synchrotron storage ring crossing the alterna
magnetic field of an undulator. The pulse length is typica
100 ps with a spacing depending on the actual bunch m
of the synchrotron. Within the 6121* 1 mode at the APS the
spacing is 153 ns, whereas it is 176 ns in the 16-bunch m
at the ESRF. A high heat load premonochromator of t
diamond C~111! single crystals at the APS@two Si~111!
single crystals at the ESRF# is delimiting the energy band
width to about 1 eV. The key part of the experimental se
is the high resolution monochromator, which reduces the
ergy bandwidth to the meV region@33#. Actually, the band-
width was 4.4 meV for the deoxymyoglobin~Mbdeoxy!
measured at the ESRF and 0.85 meV for measurement
Mbmet, MbCO, and one Mbdeoxy sample (T5175 K) at the
APS. The hyperfine splitting of the Mo¨ssbauer level within
the sample is of the order of 10 neV compared to the m
energy resolution of the monochromator. As a conseque
all hyperfine split levels are excited. The energy« has been
varied around the Mo¨ssbauer resonance level in steps of ty
cally 0.28 meV by rotating the high resolution monochr
mator crystals@34#. A scan of280,«,180 meV for one
single phonon spectrum has taken typically 40 min. The l
in beam intensity due to the decreasing current in the stor
ring during the scanning time has been taken into accoun
normalizing the measured intensities. In order to yield
spectrum of acceptable statistics 20–40 scans were add

The detection of the radiation was done by an avalan
photodiode~APD1 in Fig. 1! @32# with a time resolution
better than 1 ns. Both, the reemittedg quanta of 14.413 keV
and theK-fluorescence quanta of 6.4 keV were detected. D
to the internal conversion factor for57Fe, the higher effi-
ciency of the detector for the lower energy and the multi
scattering of the resonant 14.413-keV photons, about 96%
the intensity came from the 6.4-keV radiation@35#. There-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer
effect. The synchrotron storage ring SR~APS, Argonne or ESRF,
Grenoble! is filled with electron bunches in a certain time structu
An undulatorU produces x-ray pulses within the energy range
14.413 keV with a bandwidth of about 380 eV. The bandwidth
further delimited to about 1 eV by a high heat load C~111!/C~111!
or Si~111!/Si~111! premonochromator PM and to the meV regim
by a tunable high resolution Si~975!/Si~975! monochromator HRM.
The myoglobin samplesS are situated within a closed cycle H
cryostat C. The scattered radiation is detected by the avalan
photodiode APD1 whereas the forward scattered radiation is
tected by APD2.
6-2
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VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS OF MYOGLOBIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051916
fore, the method is incoherent and the re-emission ta
place into the full solid angle. The APD1 has been situated
close as possible to the irradiated sample volume to cov
large solid angle. The energy resolution of the monoch
mator system was simultaneously measured by a sec
photodiode~APD2!, which was situated in the forward direc
tion far away from the sample~see Fig. 1!. Due to the large
distance, this detector counts only the elastic, cohe
nuclear forward scattering of the57Fe of the sample. In som
cases an additional iron foil was placed between the sam
and the APD1 detector to increase the counting rate for
resolution measurement.

THEORY

We start with a theoretical normalized intensity spectr
I («) including all elastic and inelastic scattering events.
practice,I («) is the convolution of the normalized spectru
S(«) with the normalized energy resolution functionR(«) of
the spectrometer,

E
2`

`

I ~«!d«5E
2`

`

R~«! ^ S~«!d«51. ~1!

In the case of harmonic vibrations, the spectrum can be
sumed to consist of the elastic scatteringd~«! and the inelas-
tic scattering multiphonon termsSn(«),

S~«!5 f d~«!1 f (
n51

`

Sn~«!. ~2!

f is the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor,f 5exp(2k2^x2&) with k
52p/l, and l50.86 Å in case of the57Fe radiation. The
mean square displacement of the iron nucleus projected
the direction of the incoming beam is denoted by^x2&. The
energy difference to the Mo¨ssbauer resonance energy is«.

The n-phonon scattering forn>2 can iteratively be pro-
duced from the (n21)-phonon term and the one-phono
term by convolution@36#,

Sn5
1

n
S1^ Sn21 , n>2. ~3!

In order to get the contribution of then-phonon scattering
we use the Fourier-logarithm method according to@27,37#.
Combining Eq.~2! with Eq. ~3! yieldsS(«) as a series of the
single phonon scatteringS1(«). Each termSn is derived
from S1(«), n times convoluted with itself, and divided b
the factorial ofn. Using the convolution theorem of Fourie
transformation, one obtains the Taylor series of the expon
tial function of the Fourier transform ofS1(«)

exp@F $S1~«!%#5
F $R~«! ^ S~«!%

fF $R~«!%
5

1

f
F $S~«!%, ~4!

F indicates the Fourier transform.
The densityD(«) of phonons coupling to the iron is ca

culated from the one-phonon scattering by
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D~«!5
«

ER
@12exp~2«/kBT!#S1~«!. ~5!

Equation~5! yields the density of phonon states without a
further assumption apart from the condition that the vib
tions are harmonic.D(«) calculated from the normalized
scattering spectrum is also normalized.

For each vibrational mode of energy«, the dynamical
mean square displacement^(k•r )2/k2&5^r 2(«)&cos2(w) of
the iron atom in the direction ofk can be calculated. Herew
is the angle betweenk and r . The investigated powder an
multicrystalline samples have a statistical distribution of t
orientation of the myoglobin molecules to the incomin
beam. Under this condition,13 of the quadratic amplitude o
the harmonic vibration ^r 2(«)&5^x2(«)&1^y2(«)&
1^z2(«)& is obtained as the mean value over all directio
Assuming an isotropic behavior one has^x2(«)&5^y2(«)&
5^z2(«)&5 1

3 ^r 2(«)&. The mean square displaceme
^x2(«)& coming from the vibration mode with the energy« is
given by @38#

^x2~«!&5
\2

mFe

D~«!

« S 1

exp~«/kBT!21
1

1

2D . ~6!

The isotropic mean square displacement^x2(0,«)& of the
iron for all modes up to the energy« can be calculated by the
integration of^x2(«)&.

^x2~0,«!&5
\2

mFE
E

0

«D~ «̃ !

«̃ S 1

exp~ «̃/kBT!21
1

1

2Dd«̃. ~7!

The mean square displacement^x2& as measured by the
Lamb-Mössbauer factor is obtained by an integration from
to `.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two conformations of sperm whale myoglobin can be d
tinguished by x-ray crystallography. In thet conformation~t
denotes tensed! the sixth coordination of the iron atom i
unoccupied whereas in ther conformation ~r denotes re-
laxed! a ligand is bound. Thet conformation is represente
by Mbdeoxy. It is in the 21 high spin state and has a dome
heme, with the iron atom at about 0.4 Å out of the hem
plane. In ther conformation of MbCO and Mbmet, the hem
is more planar and the iron is close to the plane@9#.

In the experiments Mbdeoxy, MbCO, and Mbmet ha
been investigated. A sample consisting of a large numbe
small Mbdeoxy crystals was measured atT5295, 189, 124,
and 73 K with an energy resolution of 4.4 meV at ID1
ESRF and atT5175 K with 0.85 meV energy resolution a
SRI-CAT-3ID, APS. The spectra obtained at the ESRF
shown in Fig. 2. The energy resolution function is given a
dashed line. The abscissa denotes the energy differences« of
the incoming synchrotron radiation to the Mo¨ssbauer level of
57Fe. At positive energies vibrations are created in the re
nance absorption process~Stokes!, whereas at the negativ
side vibrations have to be annihilated during the absorp
to gain the energy difference~anti-Stokes!. The discrepancy
6-3
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K. ACHTERHOLD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051916
in intensity at both sides is known as the detailed balan
Figure 3 shows spectra of Mbdeoxy measured with the
ergy resolution of 4.4 and 0.85 meV, respectively. The i
provement by the enhanced energy resolution is clearly s
At the lowest energies, a step in the phonon spectrum
now be resolved from the elastic line.

Freeze dried Mbmet rehydrated to the same water con
as found in myoglobin crystals~h50.38 g H2O/g protein!

FIG. 2. Phonon spectra of deoxymyoglobin atT573, 124, 189,
and 295 K, pictures~a!–~d!, respectively. The scaling is done b
Lipkin’s sum rule~see text!. The same data are given enlarged by
factor of 20, respectively. Circles, complete inelastic and ela
scattering dependent on the energy difference« to the Mössbauer
resonance level of57Fe of 14.413 keV. Dashed line, resolution fun
tion R(«) of 4.4 meV FWHM. Dotted line, guide to the eye at630
meV to mark a peak position in the inelastic scattering regime.

FIG. 3. Phonon spectra of deoxymyoglobin at 189 and 175
Diamonds, data obtained with 4.4-meV resolution; circles, data
tained with 0.85-meV resolution exposing additional features in
low energy regime. The respective resolution functions are give
dashed lines.
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was measured at temperatures between 50 K and room
perature~compare Fig. 4!. The spectra of Mbmet have on
distinct maximum at about«533 meV ~266 cm21! repre-
senting a well-defined vibration. The dotted line is a guide
the eye showing that the energy position of this vibration
not changing with temperature even at 300 K. This is a m
ter of fact for all samples investigated.

The spectra of freeze dried Mbmet were obtained at 3
and 168 K. In Fig. 5 the room temperature data of wet a
dry Mbmet are compared. The density of the line at 33 m
present in the wet sample is diminished and two additio
lines at 42 and 48 meV become visible leading to a bro
shoulder between 35 and 50 meV.

The phonon spectra of MbCO crystals were recorded
40 and 235 K. In addition a sample with a 1/1 mixture
MbCO and Mbdeoxy was examined at 42, 58, 165, and 2
K. As an example, Fig. 6~a! shows the phonon spectrum o
pure MbCO at 40 K, Fig. 6~b! shows a spectrum of a 1/
mixture of MbCO with Mbdeoxy at 42 K. The phonon spe
trum of MbCO in Fig. 6~a! exhibits at least five resolved iro
vibrations at 33, 40, 45, 64, and 73 meV. The modes
30–33 meV are enhanced in Fig. 6~b! due to the additional
Mbdeoxy as compared to Fig. 6~a!.

DATA ANALYSIS

The spectra shown in Figs. 2–6 have to be analyzed
Eq. ~4! to extract the one-phonon contributionS1 and the
higher contributionsSn using Eq.~3!. Unfortunately,S(«)
cannot be measured directly. A serious problem arises f

ic

.
-

e
as

FIG. 4. Phonon spectra of metmyoglobin at 50, 170, 235, a
300 K denoted by~a!–~d!. Data are normalized and enlarged by
factor of 100. Circles, complete inelastic and elastic scattering
pendent on the energy difference« to the Mössbauer resonanc
level of 57Fe of 14.413 keV. Dashed line, resolution functionR(«)
of 0.85 meV FWHM. Dotted line, guide to the eye at633 meV to
mark a peak position in the inelastic scattering regime.
6-4
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the energy dependence of the extinction of the incoming
diation within the sample. Off nuclear resonance, the inco
ing beam is only slightly weakened by electronic absorpti
At nuclear resonance («50), an additional strong Mo¨ss-
bauer absorption occurs. As a result, the elastically scatt
intensity, measured in the experiment, is too small. In c
trast, the nuclear forward scattered intensity at«50 may be
scattered by the electrons of the atoms into APD1 and
crease the elastically scattered intensity@39#. The experimen-
tally obtained intensity spectrum becomes

I expt~«!5cR~«! ^ Sexpt~«! ~8!

with the energy spectrum

Sexpt~«!5 f ad~«!1 f (
n51

`

Sn~«!, ~9!

c is a normalization constant. The resolution functionsR(«)
shown in Figs. 2–6 as dashed lines have been measur
the direct beam by APD2. The factora ~Þ1! takes into ac-
count the modification of the elastic intensity by extincti
of the incoming beam due to Mo¨ssbauer absorption and th
electronic scattering of the nuclear forward scattering. T
experimentally obtained energy spectrum is correlated
S(«) by

S~«!5Sexpt~«!1 f ~12a!d~«! . ~10!

FIG. 5. Phonon spectra of wet~a! and dry~b! Mbmet at 300 K
normalized and enlarged by a factor of 50. Circles, complete ine
tic and elastic scattering dependent on the energy difference« to the
Mössbauer resonance level of57Fe of 14.413 keV. Dashed line
resolution functionR(«) of 0.85 meV FWHM. Dotted lines, guide
to the eye at 33, 42, and 48 meV to mark peak positions in
inelastic scattering regime. Whereas the peak at 33 meV sc
down by going from wet to the dry myoglobin, the peaks at 42 a
48 meV are invisible in the wet sample.
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For a conversion of the experimental data we need the
rametersc, f anda.

The normalization constantc can be derived by Lipkin’s
sum rule: The first moment of the normalized spectrumS(«)
@see Eq. ~2!# has to be equal to the recoil energyER
51.956 meV of a free57Fe nucleus emitting the Mo¨ssbauer
radiation ofE514.413 keV@40–42#. For the first moment of
the measured intensity one obtains

A5E
2`

`

«I expt~«!d«

5cE
2`

`

«R~«! ^ Sexpt~«!d«

5cE
2`

`

«Sexpt~«!d«

5cE
2`

`

«H f ad~«!1 f (
n51

`

Sn~«!J d«

5c fE
2`

`

« (
n51

`

Sn~«!d«5cER . ~11!

R(«) is a symmetric function up to a good approximatio
The part of the first moment ofR(«) is of the order of 1% of
ER . Nevertheless the slight asymmetry ofR(«) is taken into

s-

e
les
d

FIG. 6. Phonon spectra of pure MbCO~a! and a 1/1 mixture of
MbCO with Mbdeoxy ~b! at 40 and 42 K, respectively. Circles
complete inelastic and elastic scattering dependent on the en
difference« to the Mössbauer resonance level of57Fe of 14.413
keV. Dashed line, resolution functionR(«) of 0.85 meV FWHM.
The data are given after scaling with Lipkin’s sum rule and resca
by a factor of 100. Five distinct peaks are named I–V and mar
with dotted lines.
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K. ACHTERHOLD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051916
account in the data analysis~see, e.g.,@43#! but not explicitly
given in the equations to simplify matters.

The integration overd« eliminates the contribution of al
terms that are even in« because of the multiplication with«.
The same is true for the elastic scattering; therefore, the
tor a does not influence the result. In order to obtainA, a
numerical integration of the experimentally obtained inte
sity spectrum with the weight factor« for I expt(«) is neces-
sary. Note, that this integration is performed over the wh
spectrum including the elastic line since all symmetric co
tributions cancel. With this procedurec5A/ER and the nor-
malization of the inelastic spectrum is done.

Due to this normalization the inelastic spectrum is ab
lutely determined outside the elastic line but the section
der the elastic line is still vague. In the region«50, we still
cannot separate the contribution of elastic and inelastic s
tering. Since thed function describing the elastic scatterin
is also convoluted withR(«), the elastic line is not sharp
and elastic and inelastic scatterings overlap. Withou
knowledge of the energy dependence of the inelastic sca
ing including the multiphonon terms under the elastic line
subtraction of an elastic fractionf a R(«) ^ d(«) and subse-
quent addition of the theoretical elastic partf R(«) ^ d(«) to
reconstruct the intensityI («) is questionable. This problem
cannot be ignored since the low energy regime has a la
influence on the vibrational features derived from the sp
tra. We solved the problem by an iterative procedure. In
first step we assume a reasonable value for the parameta.
Equation ~12!, derived from Eq.~10!, states that this is
equivalent to an assumption of thef factor, which can be
taken from Mössbauer absorption experiments, if availab

E
2`

`

R~«! ^ Sexpt~«!d«5a f1~12 f !. ~12!

The left side in Eq.~12! is known from numerical integration
of the normalized experimental data. It gives the sum of
inelastic and elastic scattering, where the elastic scatterin
modified by the factora. Hence the left side of Eq.~12! is
yielded by the normalized experimental data, the absorp
correctiona and the Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factorf are correlated.

The smallest possible value,a50, means that the entir
spectrum is assumed to be inelastic. The largest reason
value fora is reached when the total central part of the sp
trum is due to elastic scattering. Ifa is taken larger, the
subtraction of the elastic intensityf a R(«) ^ d(«) from the
spectrum gives negative values for the remaining inela
intensity near the elastic line.

With an assumption ofa we can calculate the phono
density spectrum from the normalized experimental sp
trum according to Eqs.~4! and~5!. To be concrete we give a
an example the analysis of the Mbmet spectrum shown
Fig. 4~b! for T5170 K. Figure 7 shows the low energy ph
non density obtained with differenta or f values, respec-
tively. The value f 50.6 would give a negative density o
states below«51 meV and can be, therefore, excluded.
2% change fromf 50.5 to f 50.49 increases the calculate
density of states by more than 10% below 1 meV, wher
the densities are indistinguishable above 3 meV.
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In the next step we improve thef value by assuming tha
the phonon density spectrum at very low energies up to
energy «Bril has to have a Debye behavior, i.e., it shou
follow the «2 law. One now has to estimate«Bril . The sperm
whale myoglobin crystals used in this investigation belong
the space groupP21 with the unit cell parametersa564.5,
b530.9, andc534.9 Å, andb5105.8° @3#. The unit cell
includes two myoglobin molecules and about 800 water m
ecules. The protein has the shape of a flat ellipsoid of ab
40340325 Å3. We can now estimate«Bril at the boundary
of the first Brillouin zone. For that purpose we represent
unit cell by a sphere of equal volume, with the diame
dBril . The wave vector at the Brillouin boundary then b
comes KBril5p/dBril , and «Bril is calculated by «Bril

5vg\KBril with vg52000 m/s@44,45#. The maximum en-
ergy for the acoustic branches should be about 0.8 meV
the zone boundary is calculated not by the whole unit cell
by the asymmetric unit represented by one single myoglo
molecule, «Bril becomes 1 meV: Therefore, we analyz
which curve in Fig. 7 follows a Debye lawDDebye(«)5d«2

up to 1 meV with an arbitrary parameterd. The figure of
merit was determined by the mean square deviationx2. f
50.50 gave the smallest deviation and was taken for the fi
analysis. At this point we can convertSexpt(«) into S(«) us-
ing two parametersc anda or f. D(«) can then be calculated
with Eqs.~3!–~5!.

FIG. 7. The very low energy regime of the density of sta
D(«) of Mbmet atT5170 K. The density of states are calculate
for different f values. The long-dashed, dashed, solid, dash
dotted, and dotted lines are forf 50.40, 0.49, 0.50, 0.51, and 0.60
respectively, corresponding toa50.9800, 0.9837, 0.9840, 0.9843
and 0.9867. A fit of a Debye density of states below«Bril51 meV to
these curves shows thatf 50.50 gives the best agreement with a
«2 dependence~compare parabolaDDebye!. The velocity of sound
derived by Eq.~13! is v̄g51986653 m/s.
6-6
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VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS OF MYOGLOBIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051916
Figure 8 shows the result of the data analysis
Mbdeoxy, Mbmet, and MbCO. The density of statesD(«) is
independent of temperature above an energy of about 3 m
Therefore the data were averaged over the temperature
this presentation. The deconvolution of the data by the re
lution function R(v) during the procedure of the Fourie
logarithm decomposition@see Eq.~4!# is reversed for the
data presented in Fig. 8 by convolution of the density
states for Mbdeoxy by a Gaussian of 5 meV FWHM and
Mbmet and MbCO by 2 meV FWHM, respectively. The e
ror bars give thes uncertainty and are obtained by err
propagation from the statistical variation of the data.

In Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! we show some details for Mbmet a
room temperature. Figure 9~a! gives the low energy regime
of the phonon spectrum. Not only the one-phonon scatte

FIG. 8. Density of vibrational states,D(«), of myoglobin for
different ligations.~a! Mbdeoxy averaged overT573, 124, and 189
K, measured with an energy resolution of 4.4 meV and smoothe
an effective width of 5 meV for the presentation~see related text!.
Dotted line: Gaussian distribution with a maximum at the iro
histidine Raman line at 27.3 meV@71# and a full width of 5 meV.
The gray line gives the density of normal mode vibrations
Mbdeoxy convoluted with a Gaussian distribution of 0.15 m
FWHM. ~b! Thick solid line: wet Mbmet averaged overT550, 170,
and 235 K. Dashed line: dry Mbmet averaged overT5145 and 304
K. Both are measured with an energy resolution of 0.85 meV
smoothed to an effective width of 2 meV. Dotted line: Gauss
distribution with a maximum at the Raman line at 31.0 meV an
full width of 2 meV, assigned to an out-of-plane concerted pyrr
tilting mode including the Fe atom@72#. ~c! Solid line: MbCO av-
eraged overT540 and 235 K, measured with an energy resolut
of 0.85 meV and smoothed to an effective width of 2 meV. Dash
line: 1/1 mixture of MbCO and Mbdeoxy. Thin solid line: 1/
weighted sum of the Mbdeoxy density of~a! and the MbCO density
of ~c!. Dotted lines: Gaussian distributions with a maximum at
Raman lines, respectively, and a full width of 2 meV,~I! Raman line
at 31.0 meV assigned to an out-of-plane concerted pyrrole til
mode including the Fe atom@72#, ~II ! iron in plane mode at 42.7
meV @73#, ~III ! iron-CO stretching vibration at 63.5 meV@74#, and
~IV ! iron-C-O bending vibration at 71.5 meV@74#.
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but also the two- and three-phonon scattering have a m
mum at zero energy, which cannot be neglected. The t
inelastic scattering is the sum over all multiphonon terms
f (n51

` G(«) ^ Sn(«) and is given as the thin solid line. In
Fig. 9~b! a part of the higher energy regime is picked out
demonstrate that the multiphonon contribution plays a ma
role also at higher energies.G(«) is a Gaussian with 2 meV
FWHM in Fig. 9~a! and 1 meV FWHM in Fig. 9~b! to
smooth the extractedn-phonon contributions.

DISCUSSION

Data evaluation

In Fig. 4 it is shown that the energy of well-resolve
vibrations in Mbmet is not changing with temperature up
300 K. An analog behavior holds for all samples inves
gated. Therefore, it is experimentally verified that the h
monic low temperature dynamics is present also in the ph
ological temperature regime above 180 K. Moreover,
proves that the harmonic approach used for the analys
valid. The harmonic behavior is also the basis for the ap
cation of the Fourier-logarithm deconvolution. This deco
volution also assumes that quasielastic contributions

to

-

f

d
n
a

d

g

FIG. 9. Multiphonon contributions of metmyoglobin at 300 K
the low energy regime~a! and in the phonon creation regime~b!.
Open circles, phonon spectrum scaled by Lipkin’s sum rule. T
solid line, inelastic scattering contribution to the total spectru
This contribution is the sum over then-phonon scattering withn
running from 1 to `. Thick solid line, one-phonon scattering
Dashed line, dashed-dotted, dashed double dotted, and dotted
two-, three-, four-, and five-phonon scattering contribution. T
n-phonon parts in~a! are first deconvoluted byR(«) during the data
analysis procedure and convoluted with a Gaussian of 2 m
FWHM for the presentation. In~b! the phonon scattering is de
convoluted byR(«) and convoluted with a Gaussian of 1 me
FWHM.
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present, are hidden by the resolution function of the exp
ment and are indistinguishable from elastic scattering. N
ertheless, we cannot use the data analysis described in
literature @46–48#. In this analysis one has to choose fro
the shape of the spectrum a phonon region in which
experimental data are interpolated by the dependenceS(«)
}«/@12exp(2«/kBT)#. In @46# this range was chosen a
28<«<18 meV. In Mbmet~Fig. 4! an analogous choice
would suggest the range220<«<120 meV. The spectrum
shows no features that would allow the choice of a sma
interval. With this calibration, the phonon density wou
show a quadratic energy dependence up to 20 meV.
would obtain a sound velocity of 76 400 m/s, which mak
no sense, and a Lamb-Mo¨ssbauer factor off 50.85 at T
5170 K in total contradiction to Mo¨ssbauer absorption ex
periments, which givef 50.6 as the upper limit at 170 K
@12,49,50#. This way of data analysis assumes that only o
phonon processes are present. Our analysis shows that t
not the case. This is essential for soft material.

Figures 7 and 8 give clear evidence for a nearly quadr
increase of the density up to about 3 meV. Remarkably,
quadratic energy dependence continues into an energy
gime, where the density should be determined by opt
phonons. In Fig. 10 we compare the low energy part of
phonon density of Mbmet, MbCO, and Mbdeoxy. To ge
better significance, temperature averages over 170 and 2
have been used for wet Mbmet, over 40 and 235 K
MbCO, and for Mbdeoxy the high resolution data at 175
are shown. All samples behave rather similar up to 3 meV
addition, the phonon density calculated from normal mo
is shown after convolution with a Gaussian of 0.15 m

FIG. 10. Low energy density of phonon states for Mbm
MbCO, and Mbdeoxy. Solid line, freeze dried Mbmet at 168
dashed line, freeze dried, rehydrated~h50.38 g H2O/g protein!
Mbmet averaged overT5170 and 235 K; dashed dotted line
MbCO crystals~h50.38 g H2O/g protein! averaged overT540 and
235 K; dashed double-dotted line, Mbdeoxy crystals~h50.38 g
H2O/g protein! at T5175 K. The gray line gives the density o
normal mode vibrations of MbCO convoluted with a Gaussian d
tribution of 0.15 meV FWHM. The thick dotted parabola line ou
lines the low energy regime of a Debye density of states. The
tical dotted line gives the estimated Brillouin zone boundary
myoglobin crystals. Note, that the good agreement of phonon d
sities at the iron with those from normal modes is limited to en
gies smaller than 3 meV.
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FWHM. The normal mode analysis yields only optic
phonons because it has been performed on one single
ecule of myoglobin@22#. Nevertheless, this density is not to
far away from a quadratic energy dependence between 1
3 meV. A value of«Bril between 0.8 and 1 meV correspon
to a minimum acoustic wavelength between 100 and 80
respectively. An«Bril of 3 meV would correspond to an
acoustic wave of only 27.5 Å, which is about the min
diameter of the protein molecule. For an explanation
have to remember that the forces between different m
ecules do not differ very much from those stabilizing t
protein structure. Strong covalent bonds exist only along
linear polypeptide chain connecting the amino acids. T
stabilization energy for both, the three-dimensional prot
structure and the crystal, comes from hydrogen bridges, C
lomb interactions, van der Waals interactions, and hydrop
bic interactions. The protein molecules in a crystal are
close contact at several positions. It is often difficult to s
the borders between the different molecules in the elec
density map. As long as the phonon wavelengths are la
compared to the distance of atoms, the material can
treated in a continuum approach, well described by a De
behavior.

Phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect allows the determin
tion of the velocity of sound in proteins even at low tempe
tures and no crystals are needed. Within the Debye mo
one can calculate the velocity of sound according to@38#,

DDebye~«!5
mFe

2p2r v̄g
3\3 «2. ~13!

The density of myoglobin isr51.23 g/cm3 and the mass of
the iron atommFe55731.66310227 kg, v̄g5@3v t

3v1
3/(2v1

3

1v t
3)#1/3 is the mean velocity of sound, withv1 andv t being

the longitudinal and transversal velocity, respectively. T
bar abovev̄g denotes an additional average over all dire
tions. The results are shown in Fig. 11. Only the ‘‘real’’ D
bye modes below 1 meV are used.

The velocity of sound within proteins was scarce
yielded up to now. The present data for the mean veloc
can be compared with those of the longitudinal sound vel
ity in hemoglobin ~1828 m/s! and ribonuclease (1784
672 m/s) yielded by laser-generated ultrasound meas
ments @44#. Coherent neutron scattering on d
C-pycocyanin yielded 2200 m/s@45#.

The phonon density of different ligations of Mb

Here we make only some brief remarks concerning
energy regime between 4 and 80 meV. A detailed discuss
of the density of states in the context of Raman lines an
normal mode analysis will be given elsewhere. The densi
of states of Mbdeoxy, Mbmet, and MbCO are shown in F
8. Different ligation states can be distinguished and
modes clearly change by drying out the protein@see Fig.
8~b!#. The position of some prominent Raman modes, giv
by broken lines in Fig. 8, do not necessarily coincide w
maxima in the phonon density of states@29#. This matter of
fact will be dealt with in a forthcoming paper.
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Phonon densities obtained by incoherent scattering
of neutrons

Incoherent neutron scattering yields the density of pho
states coupling to the hydrogen atoms of the protein@51#. A
comparison of the hydrogen and the iron density of sta
can be done after a normalization with the respective mas
In Fig. 12 the hydrogen density of states divided bymH
51 amu and the iron density divided bymFe557 amu are
compared. It has to be mentioned that neutron data give
average over all protons in the sample while phonon-assi
Mössbauer effect selects only displacements of the one

FIG. 11. The mean velocity of sound,v̄g , of the myoglobin
samples obtained by assuming a Debye law given by Eq.~13! for
the density of states below 1 meV. Circles, freeze dried, rehydr
~h50.38 g H2O/g protein! Mbmet atT550, 170, 235, and 300 K
Squares, crystalline 1/1 mixture of MbCO and Mbdeoxy atT
542, 58, 165, and 240 K. Diamonds, crystalline MbCO at 40 a
235 K. Cross, crystalline Mbdeoxy at 175 K. Triangles, freeze dr
Mbmet at 168 and 304 K.

FIG. 12. Broken line: Hydrogen density of statesDH of Mbmet
obtained by incoherent neutron scattering@51#. Solid line, iron den-
sity of states of Mbmet obtained by the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer
effect averaged over 50, 170, 235, and 300 K. To be compara
the data are adjusted bymH and mFe, respectively.~a! Complete
energy regime,~b! low energy regime.
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atom in the molecule. Different modes contribute in t
higher energy regime. The maximum in the hydrogen den
at 60–80 meV is due to H2O libration, that at 25–35 meV is
due to CH3 libration @51#. The mean square displacement
the heavy iron atom reaches that of the lightweight hyd
gens at 33 meV. The concordance of both densities in
Debye regime below 1 meV is nearly perfect supporti
again a continuum model in this energy regime.

The boson peak

Neutron scattering experiments as well as Raman sca
ing reveal an excess of vibrational modes over the De
density in the low energy regime in glasses as well as p
teins@15,52–55#. The physical nature of this so-called boso
peak is still under discussion@52,56,57#.

Figure 13~a! analyzes the result of the phonon-assis
Mössbauer absorption for the 235 K and the room tempe
ture measurement of freeze dried, rehydrated Mbmet in m
detail. The density is scaled asD(«)/«2. In this way devia-
tions from the Debye law are clearly seen. Such a devia
occurs for the 235-K data between 1 and 3 meV~similar

d

d
d

le,

FIG. 13. The density of statesD(«) of Mb scaled by 1/«2 to
focus on the deviation from the Debye density of states.~a! Thick
solid line,D(«)/«2 of freeze dried, rehydrated Mbmet as yielded
the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer absorption at 235 K. Thick dash
line, D(«)/«2 by phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer absorption at 300 K
Dashed dotted and dotted lines,D(«)/«2 by incoherent neutron
scattering@15# at 180 and 300 K, respectively. The Debye density
states for a sound velocity of 1962 m/s for 235 K and 1605 m/s
300 K is shown as thin solid and dashed lines respectively.~b!
D(«)/«2 of crystalline samples of Mb show no enhancement ab
the Debye density of states. Thick solid line and thick dashed l
exemplaryD(«)/«2 of crystalline samples of MbCO at 235 K an
deoxyMb at 175 K. The Debye density of states for a sound velo
of 1919 m/s for MbCO at 235 K and 1678 m/s for deoxyMb at 1
K is shown as thin solid and dashed lines, respectively.
6-9
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results are found for the data at 170 and 50 K!. It could be
interpreted as a boson peak. For comparison,D(«)/«2 cor-
responding to a sound velocity of 1962 m/s@compare Fig.
13~a!# is shown. The dashed line is the result of the measu
ment at 300 K where an increase in the density of state
the low energy regime~see below! has already covered th
tiny boson peak. The results of a neutron measuremen
myoglobin at 180 and 300 K are given for comparison@15#.
The results of both methods are rather similar. Only the
son peak is shifted from about 3 meV for the hydrogen ato
to about 2–2.5 meV for the iron atom at 235 K. This sh
might be due to the overlaying effect of a mode soften
~see below!, which moves the apparent maximum in th
D(«)/«2 representation from 2.7 to 2.4 meV to 2.2 meV f
50, 170, and 235 K, respectively.

It has to be emphasized that no excess of modes coul
measured with statistical significance in the crystall
samples. This is exemplary shown in Fig. 13~b! for crystals
of MbCO at 235 K and deoxyMb at 175 K. The same b
havior can by found for the glassy and crystalline states
glass-forming materials@58,59#. The exception of a boson
peak in the crystalline state of tri-O-methyl-b-cyclodextrin
was attributed to the influence of disordered regions in
crystalline state@60#. Nevertheless, though the disorder d
to the distribution of an ensemble of myoglobin molecu
among the conformational substates is evident, e.g., in
temperature dependent x-ray structure determination of m
globin @3#, this intramolecular disorder is not sufficient
result in a boson peak if this disordered structure is in
crystalline environment. We notice that this finding is at va
ance with recent molecular dynamics simulations, produc
a boson peak of 230 water molecules surrounding one si
molecule of plastocyanin@61#, and disagrees also with
crystal simulation of ribonucleaseA @62#. Neutron scattering
also yields an excess of modes for freeze dried myoglo
hence the maximum is shifted to lower energies in this c
@63#. The same is found in molecular dynamics simulatio
on ribonuclease A@64#. However, this feature is not obtaine
by the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect on the dry Mbme
sample probably due to the fact that a shift of the iron bo
peak from 2–2.5 meV to still lower energies cannot be
ergetically resolved with the present resolution of t
phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect.

Mean square displacements

With D(«) we are able to calculate mean square displa
ments as a function of the excited phonon modes accor
to Eq.~7!. The result is given in Fig. 14 for MbCO at 300 K
We can now separate the contributions to the mean sq
displacements as shown in Fig. 14~b!. The lower dashed par
is the contribution to thê x2& values due to the acousti
phonon branch with energies below 1 meV. These moti
can already be excited at temperatures larger than 10
Their contribution to the total mean square displacement
about 25% at room temperature. The upper dashed part g
the ^x2& values due to the modes between 1 and 3 m
About 40% of the total̂ x2& is originated by these low en
ergy modes, which follow the Debye law of an elastic m
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dium. Since the myoglobin molecules with different ligatio
have a very similar phonon density in the low energy regim
the mean square displacements of molecules with diffe
ligands are rather similar. The remaining^x2& comes from
well-defined optical modes. For comparison we also sh
the mean square displacement of the iron atom in Mb
calculated from the density of states of a normal mode an
sis @22#. Modes with an energy above 10 meV contribu
only slightly to the total mean square displacements. T
total ^x2& values obtained by both methods coincide ve
well. Due to the nature of the normal modes calculated
one molecule, they start at about 1 meV where the acou
phonons caused by the entire lattice end. The subseq
energy regime can already be interpreted by normal mo
as seen in Fig. 10 for the density and in Fig. 14~a! for the
resulting^x2&. Despite the good coincidence of the low e
ergy regime of the density of states obtained by a norm
mode analysis and the present experiment, it should be m
tioned that the total normal mode mean square displacem
is at least overestimated by about 25%. The loss of
modes in the Debye regime that cannot be calculated on
single molecule is compensated by additional modes
tween about 1 and 1.8 meV by the normal mode method~see
Fig. 10!. A similar problem arising for molecular dynamic
simulations seems to be solved recently by introducing p
odic boundary conditions@64–66#. Figure 8 demonstrate
that the optical modes between 30 and 40 meV calculated
the normal mode analysis coincide well for Mbdeoxy@22#,

FIG. 14. Partial mean square displacement^x2& of the iron atom
in MbCO from the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer absorption~solid
line! and from a normal mode analysis~dashed line! @22# calculated
as a function of the contributing modes at 300 K. At the absci
value« all modes between«50 and« are taken into account.~a!
The low energy regime.~b! The complete energy regime as cover
by the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer absorption. Lower dashed ar
mean square displacement due to the acoustic phonon branch
energies below 1 meV. Upper dashed area, mean square disp
ment due to the modes between 1 and 3 meV.
6-10
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VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS OF MYOGLOBIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 051916
but the calculated modes at higher energies are less
represented in the measurement.

The low temperature and the high temperature regime
in proteins, the physics of protein dynamics

Mössbauer absorption spectroscopy@5#, flash photolysis
experiments@4,67#, as well as x-ray structure analysis@10#
suggest to differentiate two temperature regimes. Below
so-called dynamical transition temperatureTdyn, a protein
like myoglobin can no longer fulfill its function. Neverthe
less, a huge number of special properties exist, characte
for complex systems. In the physiological regime, abo
Tdyn, the protein is functional active, with a temperature d
pending rate. This scheme becomes not so obvious in
present investigations. This is discussed in Fig. 15. Belo
meV the densities at 50, 170, and 235 K nearly coincide
the physiological regime atT5300 K an increase ofD(«) in
the low energy region can be seen. It is not reasonabl
explain this increase of phonon density by the presenc
quasielastic motions coupling to the iron. A quasielastic l
broadening was found by Mo¨ssbauer absorption experimen
in the temperature regime above 180 K@14#. The energy
transfer was of the order of 10–100 neV; quantized phon
no longer make any sense. It is proven by Mo¨ssbauer absorp
tion, that the overall mean square displacement^x2& of the
iron is entirely determined by the harmonic vibrations a
this neV dynamics excited above 180 K@6#. In the present
experiments this neV energy transfer is totally covered by
‘‘elastic’’ line of meV width. Therefore, a mechanism o
mode softening is very probable. Due to small structural
laxations of the molecules in the physiological temperat
regime some vibrational frequencies become ‘‘softer.’’ T
density of low energy modes increases at the costs of hig
frequencies. The influence of a mode softening can jus
seen in the small increase of the density of states belo
meV going from 50 to 170 K and 235 K before the dens
makes a large increase to 300 K.

Figure 16 shows the resulting mean square displacem
as a function of temperature calculated fromD(«) for Mb-

FIG. 15. Comparison of the density of phonon states at
energies for Mbmet. Dashed, dashed-dotted, and dashed do
dotted lines give the phonon densities at 50, 170, and 235 K,
spectively, the solid line that at 300 K.
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met as stated by Eq.~7!. D(«) was averaged over the dens
ties yield for 50, 170, and 235 K. The integration was do
over the measured energy regime from 0 to 80 meV. The
temperature^x2& values are in good agreement with th
Mössbauer absorption data@50,68#. The value at 235 K lies
on the linear extrapolation of the low temperature Mo¨ssbauer
mean square displacements. Only the 300 K^x2& value is
slightly above this extrapolated line. The phonon-assis
Mössbauer effect with meV energy resolution is not sensit
to the protein specific quasidiffusive modes, which cause
strong increase of thêx2& values above 200 K determine
by Mössbauer absorption spectroscopy. We miss this fea
in the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect.

The comparison of the results of phonon-assisted Mo¨ss-
bauer effect and Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectroscopy give
further insight into the physics of protein dynamics. A mo
ecule ofN atoms has 3N-6 internal modes of motions. Mea
square displacements are essentially determined by the
frequency modes~compare Fig. 14!. Mössbauer absorption
and phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect show that belowTdyn
these modes are essentially harmonic. The results of pho
assisted Mo¨ssbauer effect aboveTdyn show that most of these
harmonic motions are still present in the physiological te
perature regime. Mode softening gives a small increase
the mean square displacement. The quasidiffusive mot
seen in the Mo¨ssbauer absorption spectroscopy aboveTdyn
have to take some motional freedoms from the harmo
motions. A comparison with the phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer
effect shows that only rather few degrees of freedom hav
change their nature. This is in principal agreement with
theoretical calculations of Kitao and Go@69#.

In Fig. 16 also the Mo¨ssbauer absorption results for d
Mbmet @70# are given. Whereas the density of states of

le-
e-

FIG. 16. Temperature dependence of the mean square disp
ment of the iron atom in myoglobin. Filled squares and filled d
monds, Mössbauer absorption measurements of Mbdeoxy by Pa
Knapp, and Kucheida@14# and of Mbmet by Steyer and Parak@50#,
respectively; open squares, phonon-assisted Mo¨ssbauer absorption
of wet Mbmet, thick solid line, mean square displacement of
iron in Mbmet calculated from the density of states averaged o
50, 170, and 235 K@see Eq.~7!# Thin solid line, linear extrapolation
of the low temperature slope of^x2& from the Mössbauer absorption
experiment of Parak, Knapp, and Kucheida@14#. Filled circles and
open circles, Mo¨ssbauer absorption@70# and phonon-assisted Mo¨ss-
bauer effect at freeze dried Mbmet, respectively.
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dry sample at 168 K coincides well with the low temperatu
results of the wet protein, the density in the low energy
gime of the dry protein at 304 K coincides well with that
the wet sample. In addition, one has to pay attention to
slight increase of thêx2& of the dry sample above the ha
monic behavior at high temperatures. One may speculate
mode softening occurs also in the dry protein at physiolo
cal temperatures while the quasidiffusive motions need a
dration shell, which probably ensures a permanent excha
with water molecules within the protein moiety.

CONCLUSIONS

The density of states of dynamical modes coupling to
iron atom in myoglobin was obtained by the phonon-assis
Mössbauer effect. Whereas the position of optical mo
coupling to the iron could be determined already by the
elastic scattering spectrum at low temperatures@28,29#, de-
tailed physical information can only be obtained by a prec
ar

ur

en

er
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extraction of the density of states. The data analysis allow
us to determine the density of states below the elastic s
tering peak. This is of great importance for the understand
of the physical nature of the mean square displacement o
iron. It becomes possible to decompose the^x2& values into
energy dependent portionŝx2(«)&. It was experimentally
verified that most of the modes within the meV energy
gion stay harmonic in the physiological temperature regim
Mode softening occurs in the low energy regime at phy
ological temperatures. Our results may stimulate further t
oretical investigations in the field of molecular dynamics
vestigations and normal mode analysis.
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